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Using variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) InP optical constants for photon energies
have been determined in the range from 0.75 to 5.0 eV, which includes the fundamental gap at 1.35
eV. Above 1.5 eV the results are consistent with previously measured pseudovalues from an
oxide-stripped sample when a very thin residual over-layer is accounted for. They are also shown to
be compatible with previously published prism measurements of refractive index below the band
gap. Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function are shown to be Kramers-Kronig (KK)
self-consistent above the gap, and the KK analysis was used to extend the dielectric function below
the measurement range to 0.5 eV. The assumptions underlying biased fitting of VASE data and the
importance of variable-angle measurements were investigated. The detection and significance of
systematic errors for general VASE data analysis were also investigated, especially with regard to fit
parameter confidence limits. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

performed to evaluate the accuracy of the E, values, and to
extend E, to energies below the measurement range.

InP is an important substrate material for high-speed
electrical and optoelectronic devices. These devices are typically formed from multiple epitaxial layers of which thickness and composition must be precisely controlled. Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) is a very sensitive, nondestructive
characterization technique for both composition and
thickness,’ provided that accurate optical constants are
available.” As a substrate material, accurate InP optical constants are therefore essential. Previously published InP optical constants have not completely covered the band-gap
region3-8 for both the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function, and ellipsometrically determined results have not been published for the below-band-gap region.
We present results here for ellipsometrically determined InP
optical constants for photon energies from 0.75 to 5.0 eV,
including the fundamental band-gap region around 1.35 eV.
The remaining sections discuss general ellipsometric
data analysis and result interpretation, and the specific case
of measuring and analyzing data for an InP substratewith a
native oxide. Section II presents the terminology and our
general approach for analyzing variable-angle spectroscopic
ellipsometry (VASE) data. Section III discusses the utility of
variable-angle measurements for the, case of a thin oxide on a
substrate. Our interpretation of general VASE analysis results
is presented in Sec. IV. Special emphasis is given to our
treatment of fit parameter confidence limits. Section V describes VASE measurements taken on an InP substrate that
was prepackaged for epitaxial growth. In Sec. VI, the InP
substrate dielectric function, E- et f i e2, is determined by
mathematically modeling the native oxide overlayer. Comparisons are made with Aspnes and Studna’s published
pseudovalues, published critical-point (CP) energies,7 and
published prism measured refractive index values below the
band gap?*’ Finally, a Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis was
J. Appl. Phys. 77 (4), 15 February 1996

II. VASE DATA ANALYSIS
The standard ellipsometric parameters $ and A are related to the complex ratio of reflection coeflicients for light
polarized parallel p and perpendicular s to the plane of
incidence.’ This ratio is defined as
p= $=tan(+)eiA.
s
The electric-field reflection coefficient at an incident angle of
4 is defined as R,(R,) for p(s)-polarized light. A useful
related parameter is the pseudodielectric function given by
(~)=(E,)+i(eZ)=sin”

+[ Iftan

$( %)‘I.

(2)

For the case of an air ambient over a bare substrate with a
perfectly smooth surface, the measured pseudodielectric
function (E) and the intrinsic dielectric function of the sub:
strate dub are identical. Thus, esubis easily measured assuming that accurate $ and A values can be obtained. To determine optical constants from any more complicated sample,
VASE data must be analyzed using a parametric model that
is adjusted to fit the measured data.
The basic modeling procedure” is as follows:
(1) -The model is built starting from the nominal layered
structure and adding anticipated imperfections such as
interface intermixing and surface oxides;
(2) this model is then parametrized, making a list of the
necessary optical constants and thicknesses to fully define the model;
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(3) prior to fitting, this list is broken into two complimentary subsets of adjustable, at ,a2 ,. . .ap , and fixed,
b, ,bz,... b, , parameters;
(4) the fitting algorithm then matches the model calculated 9
and A values to the measured values by adjusting
al,+,... up (this type of fitting procedure is said to be
model dependent because any model chosen, even an
unphysical one, will have a “best” set of fit parameters);
(5) the model and/or the set of adjustable parameters is
modified until an acceptable fit ‘is obtained.
Section IV discusses further the problem of determining the
“goodness” of the fit.
The standard model for calculating pd and Amod is a
sequence of parallel layers with smooth interfaces and homogeneous optical constants, on a semi-infinite substrate.’ An
imperfection such as interface intermixing can be handled
within these assumptions by adding additional thin layers
that grade the optical constants in steps. Small scale roughness is often modeled by allowing the mixing of optical constants using an effective medium approximation.‘,”
We use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm’2 to fit the
model parameters by minimizing the following weighted (biased) test function:t3

~
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=mx2.

The number of measured fi and A pairs is N, and the total
number of real valued fit parameters is M. The two weighting parameters, ti$” and a”ip (the standard deviations of the
measured $ and A), are obtained in our case using multiple
revolutions of the rotating analyzer during data acquisition
(Sec. V). Our fitting test function is a scaled version of the
usual ,$ quantity and therefore minimizing either value is
equivalent. With the assumptions described in the following
section, our test function has the property that statistically in
the limit of a “good” fit, t2 tends toward a value of one.
Reference 12 provides details and source code for implementing the nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt fit procedure
that attempts to minimize l2 (or 2) by finding a, , a2,. . . ap
such that d&‘/da,=0 for k = 1. * * P. A key element of the
fitting procedure is the curvature matrix [cr],
1 dll/$dd@Fd
------

ffkl=

w;,i

dak

-f---------

da1

1 aAp” aA?*
wAvi _ dak

da1

’

(4)

The curvature matrix is related to the covariance matrix of
the fit parameters by [C]=[OL]-r. The standard 90% confidence limit12 (SCL) and the figure of merit (FOM) we have
adopted to describe confidence in the ith fit parameter are
given by
SCLi= 1.65 Jc,1716

and

FOMi=SCLiE.

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 4, 15 February 1995

(5)

FIG. 1. (a) A spectra measured for two incident angles (73” and 74’) on an
InP substrate with a native oxide and the model results using the final InP
optical constants from Sec. VI. There is near perfect agreement above the
baridgap. Below the band gap, an exponentiaJ absorption tail has been imposed on the model dielectric function. The corresponding experimental
pseudodielectric functions are shown in (b). The measured pseudovalues are
essentially identical for the two different angles even though the A spectra
are quite different.

Cii is the ith diagonal element of the covariance matrix. The
assumptions required to accurately determine confidence
limits and methods of interpreting this FOM are discussed in
Sec. IV.
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIABLE-ANGLE
MEASUREMENTS
In this section we examine the utility of acquiring data at
multiple angles of incidence. Multiple-angle measurements
do not always produce the desired effect of enhancing information content. Consider the task of determining optical constants at W wavelengths of a substrate that has an overlayer
of known optical properties but unknown thickness. The total
number of real-valued unknowns is 2 W+ 1. For SE data acquired. at one angle of incidence +t, the total number of
measured values is 2 W, hence the system is underdetermined
(fewer measured values than parameters). By measuring the
sample at a second angle of incidence (b2, the number of
measured values increases to.4W and the system might appear to be over determined; however, in many cases of interest, the system still has no unique set of fit parameters beHerzinger et al.
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,
cause there is a strong correlation in the information content
between data at different angles. This is especially true when
the overlayer is thin (i.e., native oxides, surface roughness).
This information correlation is easily observed in the
pseudodielectric spectra as shown in the comparison between
A spectra and (E) spectra in Fig. 1; for an InP substrate with
a thin oxide overlayer. Even though the measured A spectra
at the two angles are quite different, the (er) and (I$ spectra
at each angle are identical within the noise level. In this case,
the second angle of incidence contributes no additional information above the measurement noise level, and therefore
no additional parameters can be independently fitted.
However, multiple angles are always valuable in several
ways. First, measurements at the same wavelength are independent with respect to measurement noise, and therefore the
extra information helps to reduce noise in the fitted parameters. Second, the additional measurements improve the statistical determination of confidence limits by further over
determining the model. Third, the proper choice of multiple
angles ensures that for each wavelength, at least one pair of
ti and A values will be near the optimum measurement regime for the type of ellipsometer being used (e.g., a rotatinganalyzer ellipsometer is most accurate for A-90’). Finally,
angles may be chosen at which $ and A are most sensitive to
the model parameters.14For an absorbing substrate with only
a very thin overlayer, this also occurs when A-90”.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Determining appropriate confidence limits for the fit parameters can be a confusing issue because many assumptions
are used in transforming the experimental uncertainties into
fit parameter error bars. This section discusses the validity of
these assumptions and the appropriate interpretation of confidence limits when the assumptions may be violated. The
basic assumptions are as follows:
Measured 9 and A values are independent, normally
distributed random variables, and accurate standard deviations of the measured quantities, aGp and dip, are
available;
the final fit is good, in that the differences between the
model-calculated values and the experimental values are
random with a normal distribution and the same deviations as the measured values;
the derivatives in I$. (4) are valid over a wide enough
range that the experimental deviations can be linearly
mapped over to the fit parameter deviations;
correlations between the fit parameters are small enough
that individual standard deviations can be assigned.
(19 The usual assumption of normally ,.distributed random
measurement errors is made because a $ minimization assumes it.12 In fact, this may be a reasonable approximation
even for complicated measurement quantities such as @ and
A, but it can not be universally true. For example, a normally
distributed error in $ is impossible if. J,G~,+O, since
$ ,,,eas20. In addition, confidence limit accuracy is directly
related to the accuracy of aTp and dLp. For a rotatinganalyzer ellipsometer, these values can be approximately
measured using multiple analyzer revolutions. (Data are avJ. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 4, 15 Februafy 1995

eraged over multiple revolutions in any case, to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.) Note that for a biased fitting procedure, only the relative magnitude of the standard deviations
is important; relatively noisy spectral regions (A-O’, 180”,
or low light intensity) contribute less to the overall fit. If all
the measurement standard deviations are scaled by the same
amount, the same final set of fit parameters will be obtained,
but the resulting calculated SCL will change. This is in contrast to our FOM which would remain unchanged. Certainly,
relatively weighted c$gp and dAxp can be found for proper
biased fitting, and with increasing measurement time, increasing absolumaccuracy for d;p and tiip can be obtained.
The assumptions of normal distributions for, and independence of, all I++and A measurements are difficult to prove
when acquiring a large amount of data; however, our experience is that whatever assumptions are made about measure
ment errors; the analysis (fitting), described next, is the larger
problem.
(2) The most questionable assumption is that the differences between experimental and calculated model values are
normally distributed with the same standard deviations as the
measurement process. The normal distribution assumption
implies that there are no systematic errors in either the measurement process or in the parametric model. The acquired
standard deviations deal only with measurement precision.
Calibration errors, incident angle errors, monochromator offsets, finite optical bandwidth, detector nonlinearity, etc., are
systematic errors and should not be mixed with the random
noise errors. These systematic acquisition errors must either
be reduced to insignificance (by improving the hardware) or
included in the model calculation (by fitting a correction
term such as the angle of incidence). The hardware correction is, of course, preferable, since the correction term may
be impossible to calculate or the term may be correlated to
other more desired parameters being fit. Other systematic
errors, unrelated to measurement accuracy, appear due to incorrect model assumptions about fixed optical constants, interface quality, thickness uniformity, etc. (One cannot fit for
every possible model or measurement imperfection simultaneously.} Systematic model errors include propagated errors
from previous optical constant measurements, and therefore
may be more important than acquisition errors.
Systematic errors severely limit an objective determination of the goodness of fit based on the normal distribution
assumption. If random measurement errors really are dominant then the good fit limit of our test function is ,$‘--+l;
however, this statistical test relies heavily on the absolute
accuracy of the experimental standard deviations. If the standard deviations are scaled improperly, then unrealistic low
(or high) test function values can be obtained. As pointed out
earlier, however, an improper scaling does not change the
final fit parameter values. If the standard deviations used are
not directly acquired from the measurement process, then no
objective goodness of fit is available. In any case, the final
minimized @ for a particular fit can be used in a relative
sense when comparing results between fits with similar models and measurement conditions.
There are some simple tests for the presence of systematic errors based on the idea that, when random measurement
Herzinger et al.
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errors are dominant, the experimental data will tend to be
randomly above and below the model fit. No localized spectral region should contribute excessively to the test function
8; however, in our experience, the vast majority of fits to SE
data, have some spectral regions that fit less well than others,
where the experimental values tend to be either all above or
all below the model fit.15 Even if the total number of points
above the model equals those below over the whole spectrum, these groupings by wavelength are statistically so improbable that they must indicate systematic errors not accounted for in the model. A more objective test for the
presence of systematic errors is to acquire two spectroscopic
scans at different signal integration times. Measure r,/r,A, and
the standard deviations, and then perform the same biased fit
with both spectra. If both fits produce the same overah p,
then the assumption of random errors dominating is probably
acceptable. (This does not imply, however, that the standard
deviations have the correct absolute magnitude for contidence limit calculations.) If t2 decreases as the integration
time decreases, then systematic errors are dominant at long
integration times when random errors are reduced by averaging. For shorter integration times random noise dominates,
leading to a t2 closer to the ideal value of one. The consequences of systematic errors are that the confidence limits
determined using the normal error distribution assumption
are not accurate, and that the usual 2 goodness-of-fit test
indicates the model is very unlikely.” This second point is
exactly correct though, because systematic errors by definition imply that the model is incomplete. This, however,
should not mask what may be an excellent set of model
parameters, accounting for all of the important spectral features except for limited regions with systematic errors. The
sheer complexity of fitting SE data makes a completely objective goodness-of-fit determination problematic.
(3) The linearity of the transform from experimental errors to parameter confidence limits is less of a problem. For
very noisy experimental data this assumption may be violated, but the analysis is not very meaningful in that case
anyway. The experimental deviations can in principle be reduced arbitrarily by increasing measurement time. Thus, this
assumption does not impose a fundamental limitation.
(4) Assigning an independent confidence limit to a fit
parameter does require that the parameter be uncorrelated.
This is usually a simple matter of checking the twoparameter correlation coefficients given by

An absolute value of rjk near 1 indicates correlation between
the jth and kth fit parameters. The correlation coefficients,
computed from the same covariance matrix as the confidence
limits,‘2 are much less dependent on the absolute magnitude
of the standard deviations, because those terms tend to cancel in the ratio. Thus the correlation coefficient can be objectively evaluated even when the confidence limit cannot. This
two-parameter correlation check may not, however, reveal a
correlation that involves three or more parameters.
From our experience of fitting SE data, we have adopted
a FOM as defined in Eq. (5) to describe our confidence in the
1718
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fit parameter. We specifically reserve the use of “confidence
limit” to cases when all the necessary assumptions can be
proved true. In those cases, our FOM reduces to the usual
SCL anyway. Mathematically, the inclusion of 5 in Eq. (5)
has the effect of resealing the standard deviations such that
differences between the final model and the experimental
values could have been due to random errors. Unlike other
examples where the standard deviations are defined after an
unbiased fit,16 our procedure includes the proper relative
weighting between $ and A, and among data pairs throughout the spectral region. Only at the end are the standard
deviations resealed, and then in a manner that leaves the final
fit parameters unchanged.
Whereas confidence limit implies a direct connection to
the sample under study, our FOM is more properly interpreted as describing the combined measurement and fitting
process. Our FOM combines information about the sharpness of the fit minimum (Cii) and the overall quality of the fit
(6’). Our FOM does give useful information when comparing
fit parameters from within a single fit, or when comparing
the fits from samples measured and analyzed in the same
way. These are two important cases where our FOMs are
quite useful on a relative basis, if not in absolute magnitude.
When fitting multiple parameters from a single set of data
one can correctly compare the FOM of two uncorrelated parameters to determine which is more sensitive to the data.
For example, a 5 nm surface oxide thickness will have a
much smaller FOM than will the thickness of a nominal 5
nm layer of material A buried below 100 mu of material B in
the same sample. In this case; the ratio of FOMs is a useful
number. A second example of FOM utility is in the case of
quality control for a group of samples with nominally the
same structure measured under the same conditions. For example, if the last sample in a series of optical coatings indicates a change of 50% in thickness over a well-established
baseline value and the confidence limit as a percentage is
unchanged, one can believe the fit for thickness rather than
suspect an error in the measurement/fitting procedure. The
real test of obtaining “true” (absolutely scaled) confidence
limits from the FOM would require a great deal of work with
many data analyses on samples well characterized in other
ways.
V. EXPERIMENT
An ACROTEC (Japan Energy Corporation) 2 in. InP wafer with an unpolished back surface was measured using
VASE. The substrate was produced by the liquidencapsulated Czechrolski process and was Fe doped to a resistivity greater than lo6 R cm. No attempt was made to
remove the native oxide by chemically treating or polishing
the surface. Ellipsometric measurements were made for photon energies from 0.75 to 5.0 eV using a J. A. Woollam Co.,
spectroscopic ellipsometer. A rotating-analyzer system was
used;6*7however, our measurements were made at multiple
and more optimal angles of incidence.14 Also, a tracking polarizer (polarizer set near +) was used to keep the reflected
beam close to circularly polarized. For a rotating-analyzer
ellipsometer, measurement accuracy for the standard parameters (/, and A is best for A-90” which occurs at the principal
Herzinger et al.
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TABLE L Experimental ranges, resolutions, and angles.

E teVi

Stepsize [eV)

0.75-1.2
1.2-1.7
1.7-5.1

0.005
0.002
0.010

Incident angles (deg)

72.5, 73, 73.5
73, 73.5, 74
73, 73.5, 74

angle of incidence +,, . Furthermore, the data are generally
most sensitive to model parameters at 4 .I4 Therefore, for
high accuracy over the entire spectral range and high resolution around the band gap,,data acquisition was split into three
ranges (Table I) with different energy resolutions and angles
of incidence 4. Multiple angles of incidence were used but,
as described in Sec. III for a substrate with a thin overlayer,
data acquired at different angles are insufficient to independently determine the substrate dielectric function and the
overlayer thickness. In this case, data acquired at different
angles are independent with respect to measurement noise;
however, they are correlated in information content. Multiple
angles do help average out measurement noise, and they do
insure that for each measurement wavelength at least one
pair of + and A has A-90°.
The finest energy resolution was used near the band gap
to resolve the Ec, and EO+As critical points (CPs). The
monochromator bandwidth was -2 nm, so the data in the
middle range are not fully wavelength independent, but the
close spacing is useful in later derivative calculations for CP
energy determination. A small band from 0.86 to 0.93 eV
was removed from the measured data due to an absorption
band in the optical fiber of the light source. Remeasurement
of that band with a different fiber’ was deemed unnecessary
because the InP optical constants’are very smooth in that
region, well below the band gap.

VI. InP DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The InP data presented here were analyzed assuming an
air-oxidelsubstrate model. The oxide optical constants were
taken from a published model for InP oxide.t7 Using that
parametric model, the optical constants were extended from
1.5 down to 0.75 eV. With the oxide optical constants fixed
the adjustable fit parameters were the substrate optical constants and the oxide thickness t,, . Ideally one would prefer
to simultaneously determine t, and the InP dielectric function, however, the information content of multiple-angle data
is insufticient to achieve this. Therefore, additional model
assumptions or additional independent data are needed to
determine t,, . Ellipsometric measurements on additional wafers would not contribute much additional information unless
the oxide thickness was notably different; however, for standard epitaxy-ready substrates, such as that studied here, the
oxide will be consistently thin and attempts to increase this
thickness (or remove it) would add an unknown degree of
roughness. With t,, held fixed, the InP substrate dielectric
function can be readily obtained by fitting the ellipsometric
data on a wavelength-by-wavelength basis. Thus, each assumed value for t,, defines a slightly different possible InP

TABLE II. Criteria used to determine oxide thickness.
Criterion

Resulting t,, (nm)

Use Aspnes and Studna’s
pseudovalues and fit t,
using data from 1.5 to 5.0 eV

1.80

0.008

Force ~~ to zero at 1.306 eV

2.18

not fit

Match published absorption
coefficient in the interval
from 1.37 to 1.38 eV

2.02

0.003

FOM (t,)

(nm)

dielectric function.t8 The remainder of this section describes
three different approaches to determining t,, .
Other approaches to determining semiconductor optical
constants have involved chemically etching and polishing a
substrate in an oxygen-free atmosphere.’ Direct use of the
pseudodielectric spectra determined in this way has been
eminently successful for modeling more complicated semiconductor layered structures studied by ellipsometry. l4 (Using published pseudovalues (E) as intrinsic values es”,,incorporates an assumption of zero overlayer thickness.) This
surface preparation procedure is quite complicated, and a
very thin residual oxide or roughened damage layer may still
be present. Another approach is to clean and polish the
sample in an attempt to reduce the oxide overlayer thickness,
and then perform a null-ellipsometer measurement below the
band gap where the semiconductor is known to be transparent. (For this measurement,~a null ellipsometer with a compensator is more suitable than a rotating analyzer,) Using
extrapolated oxide optical constants, the thickness of the oxide can be determined and then fixed for the extraction of the
semiconductor optical constants over the remaining
spectrum.‘9 Our approach is more similar to the second technique, in that we mathematically remove the effect of the
oxide to determine the substrate optical constants; however,
we made no attempt to reduce the oxide or clean the substrate. We assumed that the substrate manufacturer made the
sample as smooth and clean as possible, and that cleaning
attempts on our part would not remove all the oxide and
would probably also. roughen the sample. Table II summarizes the three criteria and corresponding oxide thicknesses
we examined.
The first criterion we chose was to assume Aspnes and
Studna’s published pseudovalues” to be intrinsic InP optical
Then, by fitting our data from 1.5
constants, ~sub=(~)published.
to 5.0 eV; t, was determined to be 1.80(FOM= 20.008) nm.
The extremely small FOM would be seen as unphysical if
directly interpreted as a “confidence limit.” As described in
Sec. IV, however, the FOM is a mathematical definition [Eq.
(S)] best used in a relative sense. Using this criterion, the t,,
value of 1.8 nm should be (and is) the smallest oxide thickness that any of our criteria produces. If another criterion
indicated that a smaller oxide thicknesses was correct, that
criterion would also imply the unphysical result that Aspnes
and Studna’s sample had a residual overlayer (oxide or
roughness) of negative effective thickness.

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 4, 15 Februaty 1995
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PIG. 2. Wavelength-by-wavelength conversions of the measured data into
substrate dielectric functions are shown for three different assumed oxide
thicknesses as indicated in the legends. Note in (a) the small influence of
oxide thickness on below-gap et values. In (b) note the offset created by
changing the model oxide thickness, but the general preservation of shape.

Illustrating the dependence of the results on.toX, Fig. 2
shows the real and imaginary parts of the extracted InP dielectric functions, for three different assumed oxide thicknesses. Both cl and eZ were fit over the full measurement
range even though E? should be zero below the gap. Below
1.3 eV, we see an anomalous upturn in ‘e2 with decreasing
energy, which may be due to a small amount of partially
polarized light that reaches the detector after scattering from
the rough backside of the sample. The rotating-analyzer ellipsometry arrangement is known to have difficulty accurately measuring A for low absorption (or transparent) substrates; it performs best for a beam that is circularly polarized
after reflection; however, for a pure dielectric with only a
very thin overlayer this occurs near the principal angle with
an input polarizer setting that causes near total transmission
of the probe beam into the sample. Thus, either the reflected
polarization is nearly linearly polarized and difficult to measure, or almost no light is reflected from the top surface and
the data can easily be corrupted by even small levels of back
surface scattering.
The oxide thickness has definite effects on the fitted Ed
values on both sides of the bandgap [Fig. 2(b)], but the primary effect is to simply shift the spectrum up or down. This
1720
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leaves the step height and shape at the band gap independent
of t,, ; thus, our second criterion is the simple approach of
picking t,, such that Ed goes to zero at its minimum, and
define the energy of that minimum as Ecut. Then fit et and E.
above Ecut, and fit cl only, holding ez=O, below E,,r. This
criterion yields t,,= 2.18 nm with e2 going to zero at
E,t= 1.306 eV. The below-gap upturn in e2 prevents an objective, independent determination that the step height is correct; however, under the assumption that back-surface scattering produces the anomalous upturn which liits
our
ability to measure the full step height in Ed, this criterion
establishes an upper limit on the possible oxide thickness.
Assuming t,>2.18 nm would produce a smaller step in c1
referenced to 0, or it would require the unphysical result that
c2<0 over part of the spectrum.
Our third criterion makes use of previously published
absorption measurements for energies just above the band
gap? In this case, the oxide thickness was found by fitting t,,
and n(E), while holding k(E) fixed to published absorption
values, in the range from 1.37 to 1.38 eV. This is essentially
identical to the method used by Jellison to determine Si opticai constants2’ The values n. and k are the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index which is related to
the dielectric function by )r -t ik 2 JElfiE2:This
representation was used since the published absorption values are
directly proportional to k, not c2. The fitting procedure
yielded tnx=2.02(-FO.O03) run. This value is the one used for
the extended analysis. Of the three oxide thicknesses considered we believe this one is the most appropriate, because (1)
the absorption data used came from a transmission measurement which can be a very accurate technique and (2) this
value falls between our other values which we already believed to be upper and lower limits on t,,. With t,, fixed at
2.02 nm, the InP dielectric function was fit wavelength-bywavelength over the full measurement range, including
1.37-1.38 eV. Figure 3 compares the resulting absorption
coet-ficient with the earlier transmission experiment. Closer
to the band gap, the difference in shape might be accounted
Herzinger et al.
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FIG. 4. Full spectra showing wavelength-by-wavelength conversion of measured data into the (a) real and (b) iniaginarv part of the dielectric function
assuming an oxide of 2.02 nm. Also shown Is the associated FOM for each
value.

for by the presence of a surface electric field due to Fermilevel pinning. Transmission measurements probe the bulk
material more uniformly than ellipsometry which is much
more surface sensitive. The full Ei and c2 spectra are shown
in Fig. 4 for t,,= 2.02 nm along with the confidence FOM
given by E@.(5). Since the oxide thickness was assumed (not
fit), the optical constants and confidence FOM for el and E?
were determined on a wavelength-by-wavelength basis using
$e multiple angles to over determine the model. If only one
angle had been used, no confidence FOM could have been
calculated because the number of unknowns would have
equaled the number of available data points. Individual FOM
values are not very informative because at each wavelength
the fitting procedure is only slightly overdetermined, and
good statistics are impossible to obtain. Thus the FOM is
highly variable, but certain general trends are apparent. Below the band gap, the generally larger FOM is indicative of
noisier data because the substrate is transparent and very
little light is reflected. The abrupt ihcrease at 2.3 eV is due to
an optical bandwidth (and intensity) reduction when a grating was changed. The data become increasingly noisy up to 5
eV because the source intensity decreases.
A more detailed look below the band gap, Fig. 5, shows
that the absorption coefficient falls off approximately as an
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 4, 15 Februaty 1995

exponential from 1.32 to 1.345 eV. An exponential decay is
typical of either an Urbach tail or the Franz-Keldysh effect.
The dashed line in Fig. 5 represents a best fit to the absorption coefficient from 1.32 to 1.345 eV, assuming an exponential dependence. Because the upturn in the extracted e2 values below 1.3 eV is attributed to an experimental artifact, the
extinction coefficient k was “corrected” below 1.32 eV by
extending the exponential tail as shown in Fig. 6. Then, with
the new imaginary part, n was refitted in the below-gap region.
The difference in oxide thicknesses between criteria 1
and 3 (Table II) implies that a small residual overlayer, oxide, or roughness, may have been present on Aspnes and
Studna’s sample which was not removed by polishing. Assuming our current InP optical c~onstantsare the true intrinsic
values, this thickness can be determined by first regenerating
“data” (+ and A values) from Aspnes and Studna’s published
pseudovalues at (p=67.08”,6 and then fitting an overlayer
thickness in the range from 1.5 to 5.0 eV. Aspnes and Stud-

&J 0.4 -I
0.3 -j

t.

I

1.25

1.30

, -1.35

Photon Energy (eV)
FIG. 6. Shown is the imaginary part of the dielectric function as directly
determined assuming t,,= 2.02 nm and as modeled vjitb the exponential
absorption tail shown in Fig. 5.
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TABLE III. Critical-point energies (eV) determined for InI?
Eo+&

&I
t,=

1.50 run

t,=2.02
t,,=2.50

1.335

nm
nm

Ref. 7

+L-.-L___

4 +A,

E;,

E:, + A;

3.274
3.275
3.276
3.298

4.701
4.704
4.706
4.688

4.934
4.937
4.940
4.985

1.336
1.337

1.425
1.422
1.422

3.148
3.149
3.149

1.357

1.465

3.162

na’s data were found to be consistent with the current fitted
t,,=2.02 nm optical constants, if a 0.27(+0.013) nm oxide
layer (or equivalent roughness) had been present on his
sample. This thickness is comparable with the difference in
the t, values from criteria (1) and (3), 0.22(2.02- 1.80) nm.
Because the data sets are compatible, the Aspnes and Studna
data for E>5 eV can be used to extend our current InP
dielectric function to 6 eV. Assuming a 0.27 nm residual
oxide layer, the Aspnes and Studna pseudovalues from 5.0 to
6.0 eV were converted to intrinsic values compatible with
this work. This was done primarily to extend e2 for the KK
analysis presented later.
The CP energies were also determined by fitting the second derivative spectrum of both +and 6s using standard
analytic line shapes,” including phase angles, given by the
following:

800

El

-..L.*-L-_l~_+

E~(w)+~E~(w)=C-C

2

Ao

6.0 eV

E$- (no)2 + T p s0.75

evx

XC$=
2

2 dx.
-(ho)

(8)

(4

i
-8OOt-,
1.0

(7)

Table III summarizes the CP energies determined from this
work and compares them with those of Ref. 7. The notation
and CP orders (E, and EsfAa: nj=0.5; others: nj=O.O)
were taken from the same reference. The parameters for all
CPs were fit simultaneously using the full spectral range. As
seen from the first three rows in Table III, the assumed oxide
thickness did not significantly affect the resulting CP energies. These energies and corresponding split-off band energies fall within the range of all published energies as summarized in Ref. 7. Figure 7 shows the fits to d’elldE2 and
d2e2/dE2.
A KK self-consistency check was also performed. This
indicated good agreement with measured values for photon
energies above the band gap. The relative difference between
the experimental and KK-transformed E, values is shown in
Fig. 8. The transformed e2 spectrum included the below-gap
exponential tail and the appended Aspnes and Studna values
for E>5.0 eV adjusted for 0.27 nm of oxide. To model the
unmeasured absorption above 6.0 eV, an oscillator with zero
broadening was added at a higher energy,
EF;K(hW)=l+
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FIG. 7. Fits to the second derivative of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts
of the dielectric function using standard line-shape functions. The fit was
done over the full spectral range for six critical points.
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FIG. 8. Difference between the measured and the RR-modeled real part of
the dielectric function. The results are plotted as a percentage of the magnitude of the dielectric function. There are some systematic errors indicated
around the Et and Et +A, critical points.
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FIG. 9. The below-gap real part of the dielectric function as directly determined assuming r, =2.02 nm and after a K K analysis using the modeled
exponential absorption tail is shown. These values are compared with prism
measured index values (A; Ref. 4) and a model fit to below gap values (0;
Ref. 8).

For this oscillator, the energy @ ,=7.72 eV) and magnitude
6A4,=89.30 eV2) were adjusted to fit in a least-squares manner the experimental q values from 1.4 and 5.0 eV. Because
the model E? is discontinuous at 6.0 eV, the KK values diverged rapidly from the appended Aspnes and Studna values
above 5.4 eV A detail of the below-gap region, shown in Fig.
9, demonstrates reasonable agreement between the KK values and previously published index values.4*8The KK and
experimental values are very close just above the gap where
the substrate is opaque and the rotating-analyzer ellipsometer
data is accurate. Below the gap the values are also in good
agreement, although the experimental data become noisier.
The KK model provides a more physically justifiable representation of the below-gap region, because the measurement
difficulties in this region are not involved. Note, the KK
model did not include experimental E, values below 1.4 eV
when fitting the high-energy oscillator parameters.
The final “best” set of optical constants is shown in Fig.
10 from 0.5 to 5.0 eV. The ez spectrum is broken into two
sections: Below 1.32, an exponential decay in absorption coefficient was used, and from 1.32 to 5.0 eV direct SE-fitted
values assuming t,=2.02 nm were used. The el values are
from the KK analysis model. These values are virtually identical to the direct SE-fitted values above the gap [Fig. 4(a)]
and close to, but smoother than, the direct-fitted values below the band gap (Fig. 9).

VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have used VASE to measure the intrinsic dielectric
function of InP from 0.75 eV through the direct gap at 1.35
eV, up to 5.0 eV. Previously published absorption measurements from 1.37 to 1.38 eV were used to determine the overlayer oxide thickness of 2.02 nm. The below gap imaginary
part of the dielectric function was modified using an exponential tail to model the absorption roll-off below 1.32 eV.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 4, 15 February 1995
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FIG. 10. Our final InP dielectric function, including an exponential absorption tail below the gap and a KK-modeled real part, is shown compared with
published pseudovalues for an oxide-stripped sample (Ref. 6).

These InP values are demonstrated to be compatible with
published pseudovalues assuming an oxide layer of 0.27 nm
on Aspnes and Studna’s sample. These measurements are
also shown to be KK consistent above the band gap and
compatible with prism-measured refractive index values below the gap.
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